
Celebrity  Baby  News:  Blake
Lively and Ryan Reynolds Are
Expecting

By Maggie Manfredi

From Green Lantern to celebrity baby glow, this famous couple
could  not  shine  any  brighter!  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  Blake  Lively  and  Ryan  Reynolds  recently
announced  their  celebrity  pregnancy,  but  please  hold  your
“awwws” because there’s more than just the celebrity baby
news. Both movie stars have shared with the press that they
want a family, and the Gossip Girl star hasn’t been shy about
saying  she  wants  to  start  right  away.  The  actress  shared
her thoughts on her celebrity pregnancy and her movie-making
man, saying, “He’s going to be a great father and leader and
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patriarch — he’s so meant to be all of those things. The fact
that he lived so much before we got together, he’s the exact
realized person that he should be. And so I get to share my
life with the person he’s become, and we get to grow from
there.”

This  famous  couple  was  happy  to
share  their  celebrity  baby  news
about  their  first  celebrity
pregnancy. Here are three factors
to consider when deciding how many
children to have!

Cupid’s Advice: 

First comes love, then comes marriage…but how many babies do
you  want  in  the  baby  carriage?  Cupid  has  some  things  to
consider when deciding how many kids to have:

1. Check the books: Big plans for the future are great, and
having a family is usually on that list. But remember: With
children comes many expenses, so look over your saving and
income and take a realistic approach to your dreams.

Related Link: Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher Welcome a Baby
Girl 

2. Set your priorities: Babies are a dedicated effort by all
parties involved. It is imperative to be ready to start this
chapter of your life. Your baby will now be your number one
priority!

Related Link: JWoww and Snooki’s Kids Are Already BFFs 

3. Take deep breaths: Children take time, dedication, and
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patience. Having more than one just multiplies the need for
these necessary traits. You can handle it, but know what you
are getting into first.

Is this famous couple expecting a boy or a girl? Give us your
best guess below!


